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THE GRAMMAR TRANSLATION METHOD

▸ Key Questions for self-quizzing before and after.  

▸ Why do we care about methods? 

▸ What kind of an eclectic teacher should we be? 

▸ What's the original purpose of grammar translation? 

▸ What do learners do with the grammar translation method? 

▸ What's the vocabulary problem with grammar translation? 

▸ What theory forms the basis of grammar translation? 

▸ In what ways could we use it?

WHAT’S METHOD?

•Methods link your thoughts about teaching to your actions in 
the classroom.  

•How does your thinking affect your teaching? 

•Make clear your thoughts about teaching. 

ASSUMPTIONS
•The first thing I learned in 

college. 

•Don’t ASSUME anything. It 
makes an ASS/U/ME.  

•We assume things about 
teaching, but we need to make 
these assumptions clear to 
ourselves. 

SO MANY METHODS?

•Why are there so many methods? 

•Methods often contradict each other.  

•Become “a cautiously enlightened eclectic.”  

•H.D. Brown, San Francisco State University. 

OLD GRAMMAR SCHOOL

•Grammar Translation Method 

•In Japanese: 文法訳読式教授法 

•Bunpō yakudoku-shiki kyōju-hō 

•What's good about it? 

•What's wrong with it?

HISTORY

•Teachers used GT for learning 
classical languages, which are 
not spoken.  

•We teach “a spoken language.”  

•Some aspects of GT contradict 
our purposes. 

Classical New 
Testament Greek

PURPOSE

•What is the purpose of grammar-translation? 

•Read and appreciate foreign literature.  

•Grow vocabulary? 

•Better know/use L1 grammar.  

•Grow intellectually. 

VOCABULARY
•How do we know what words to 

emphasize? 

•What is low-frequency vocabulary? 

•What is high-frequency 
vocabulary? 

•What percentage of the words do 
learners know in a grammar 
translation text?

VOCABULARY

•GT emphasizes memorizing vocabulary? 

•What texts are at the right level? 

•Which words do we memorize first? 

•How do we memorize?

GTM ACTIVITIES
•Translate passages.  

•Do reading questions.  

•Work with antonyms and 
synonyms.  

•Fill in the blanks. Memorize words.  

•Use words in sentences.  

•Write based on the reading. 

OTHER PROBLEMS

•GT often focuses on texts with no contexts.  

•But real language comes in contexts.  

•We may know rules, but not be able to use them.  

•Native speaker says, “I don’t know the rule for using the 
gerund in English.” 

WHAT THEORY?
•“It is a method for which there is no 

theory. There is no literature that offers 
a rationale or justification for it or that 
attempts to relate it to issues in 
linguistics, psychology, or educational 
theory.” 

•Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2001). 
Approaches and Methods in Language 
Teaching (2 edition). Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press.

HOW CAN WE USE IT?

•We can do some grammar translation if we follow a theory.  

•“We acquire languages by understanding messages.” — 
Stephen Krashen 

•Noticing Activities: We start to acquire grammatical features 
as we consciously notice these features in the language.  — 
Richard Schmidt

DICTATION

•Get a pencil and paper. Listen and write down what you hear. 
Then check your answers with a partner. Option: Translate into 
Japanese. Teacher: Help students notice grammatical features. 

•Variation in pairs. Walking dictations. Information gap style. 
Must communicate to do the dictation. Teacher seems 
mistakes and gives feedback after the activity. 

MORE IDEAS

•“Learners bring in short texts/proverbs/poems and present 
them to the class, explaining why they like them. These are 
then used for translation.” 

•British Council | BBC (bit.ly/gtbbc) 

•Key: Know why you do an activity. Follow sound theory 
supported by research. 


